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ENGLISH

MATHS
Number- Fractions
Find half of odd and even
numbers to 30; Revise and
recognise 1/2s, 1/4s, 1/3s and
2/3s of shapes; understand and write
mixed numbers

Non-Fiction

Solve multiplication problems; write
multiplications to go with arrays, rotate
arrays to show they are commutative;
make links between grouping and
multiplication to show division

In this unit, the children explore a range
of fiction. They read an interactive eBook
and watch a film, listening and
responding to the stories then
contrasting traditional and nontraditional tales. They discuss characters
and key fairy-story features, learning
how to make predictions. They plan, edit
and write their own versions of a
traditional tale, with roles reversed.

Measurement

Poetry

Write amounts using £.p notation; add
several coins writing totals in £.p notation
(no zeros in 10p place); beginning to cross
into £s

In this unit, the children enjoy listening
and responding to poems in a range of
different ways. They explore poetic
language and identify adjectives and
verbs in a poem. They draft, edit and
compose their own poems and read them
aloud.

Multiplication & Division

Statistics
Use a tally chart; interpret and complete a
pictogram or block graph where one block
or symbol represents one or two things

SCIENCE
Plants

Observe and describe
how seeds and bulbs
grow into mature
plants

Find out and describe how plants
need water, light and a suitable
temperature to grow and stay
healthy.

Grammar
Progressive Form of Verbs

HUMANITIES
How did the first flight change
the world?

Learn the story of the first
aeroplane flight

Explore the impact that the
aeroplane has had on the world

PSHE

ISLAMIC STUDIES

Health and Wellbeing



Recognise that they
share a responsibility for
keeping themselves and
others safe. To
understand what is meant by
‘privacy’ and the importance of
others privacy. Know the
difference between secrets and
nice surprises.







Basic Beliefs: Iman
al
Mufassal
Respecting elders
Visiting the sick
Quran: Surah Shams
Persecution of early Muslims

COMPUTING

ART

Starting with online activities to
support the development of
computational thinking .
Then move on to Computer
Keyboard Skills- Students
will be practicing their
keyboard skills to improve
accuracy and speed while typing. A
range of online activities are being
used to support this.

Fabricate
We will learn about the use of
traditional batik, then design and
make our own batik coasters. We
will also learn 2 weaving techniques.

PE
Using co-ordination to throw and catch.
Eventually applying these skills in team
-based games non-competitive games.

QURAN
Memorisation: Surah al-Sharh
Revision: all previous surahs
Reading: Reading practice continuation from page 28 onwards with
madds.

